
Greg Hunt’s Direct (infr)Action

This is to draw attention to infraction of their own rules and commitments, total 
inadequacy of government response to climate change. Proper name was always 
Direct Action Plan Policy, inadequate as either plan or policy.

Federal government most common repeat, to get headlines, is to preach supreme 
responsibility of government is “keep the people safe”, from evils like terrorism, 
drugs and ceiling insulation(?), unions etc investigated by Royal Commission(s). 
This justifies spending obscenely large amounts of money on Military and Secu-
rity Intelligence equipment and expert hangers-on. For all the $Billions, there’s 
still no explanation of who, what, why where how the enemy will be identified, 
engaged and what winning such war(s) will look like.

With such wasteful track record in any of “War on…” topics above, here’s hop-
ing Mr Abbott doesn’t think of declaring war on climate change, because we 
can’t afford to fail on this one. Shape, size and ways to engage are clearly under-
stood. There are savings and even opportunity for profitable enterprise if action is 
taken without too much more delay. Conversely, recalcitrance looks hideously 
expensive. Here’s hoping they can be shocked into the real world  by something 
like our exports being penalised by import duties, payable at destination govern-
ments, to compensate for Australia being the worst emitter per capita on the plan-
et, worst carbon embedded in products, except for a few small sheikhdoms. 

Most conspicuous component of Direct Action is intention to plant 20Million 
trees, around the Nation, to absorb CO2 from atmosphere, accounted for twice, 
for both carbon above and below ground. Just the accounting is hopelessly opti-
mistic, exceeding all performance anywhere in the world, even for places with 
deep fertile soil and plenty of rainfall.

Needless to say, Australian soils are relatively infertile, low rainfall, drought, 
extreme bush fires, especially during El Nino years. Widespread use of nitroge-
nous fertiliser doesn’t help because oxides of nitrogen are much worse 
GHG(Green House Gas) hazards than CO2, contributing to cause of climate 
change, not providing any prevention, doing more harm than good. It’s one thing 
to make them grow but doesn’t help if they only have short life expectancy. 

Main problem shows in simple analysis of numbers. For sure, 20Million trees 
sounds big. But, allowing for them being pitched at 10m centres, this means 100 
per hectare, which amounts to 10,000 per km2 so the 20M trees occupy 2000 
km2 To make sense of this, if you check the size compared with a circle centred 
on Melbourne, it’s a whole 26km radius, shown overlaid on map in centre page. 

It’s bad enough if this is considered big enough for population of Melbourne. It’s 
even more inadequate if it represents obligation for whole of State. But our fear-
less leaders in Canberra are saying this is all we need to do for the whole 
Nation!!!! How embarrassing is it that their accounting is so far out of whack?

But stay tuned…there’s more. Tree planting is done by Green Army of, 15,000, 
for 6 months each. This amounts to planting a whole 10 trees per day. Minister 
Hunt says excellent work experience, even unemployed graduates eligible, to 
help re-pay $100k cost university degree. First Green Army plan was huge 
300,000 people but this means only 67 trees each, for 6 moths employment, so 
now cit to 5% or original. 

Call this Leadership, when they can’t even get basic sums right? How can they 
pretend to justify outrageous cost/no benefit of submarines, jet fighters and spy 
stories when they can’t be convinced about benefits of wind and solar power?

Finally - From ABC Lateline - "Greg Hunt claims150 tonnes per hectare each 
and every year but ...inconsistency with CSIRO…carbon is actually in range 
only 0.3 to 2 tonnes per hectare per year” because carbon forms as one element 
in molecules of thin layer of latest tree ring, just inside bark of trees.

Don’t be alert or alarmed….be terrified…is there any evidence that Uncertain 
LibNats have any plan for anything…except more military? Meanwhile white 
fellers have stripped 80% of tree cover and now replant next to nothing.
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20Million trees 
at 10m  centres 
fills circle 25.2km diameter

feeble for Victoria or Melbourne
but too silly for words 
as main item tree planting for 
National Emission Reduction 
Fund action in Direct Action


